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Abstract 

The new applications for carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in various fields and consequently their greater 

production volume have increased their potential release to the environment. Landfills are one of 

the major locations where carbon nanotubes are expected to be disposed and it is important to 

ensure that they can limit the release of CNTs. Diffusion of multiwall carbon nanotubes 

(MWCNTs) dispersed in an aqueous media through a high-density polyethylene (HDPE) 

geomembrane (as a part of the landfill barrier system) was examined. Based on the laboratory tests, 

the permeation coefficient was estimated to be less than 5.1×10-15 m2/s. The potential performance 

of a HDPE geomembrane and geosynthetic clay liner (GCL) as parts of a composite liner in 

containing MWCNTs was modelled for six different scenarios. The results suggest that the low 

value of permeation coefficient of an HDPE geomembrane makes it an effective diffusive barrier 

for MWCNTs and by keeping the geomembrane defects to minimum during the construction (e.g., 

number of holes and length of wrinkles) a composite liner commonly used in municipal solid waste 

landfills will effectively contain MWCNTs. 
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1. Introduction 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are tube-shaped carbon structures that can be made of a single layer 

(single-wall carbon nanotubes, SWCNTs) or several coaxial tubes (multiwall carbon nanotubes, 

MWCNTs) (Ostiguy et al. 2008). The first synthesized MWCNTs were reported in 1991 (Iijima 

1991). MWCNTs range from about 2.5 nm to 50 nm in diameter and from a few tens of nm to 

several μm in length (Harris 2009, O’Carroll et al. 2013).  

Carbon nanotubes have unique electrical, mechanical and thermal characteristics that can be 

exploited when used in polymer, metal, and ceramic composites or other potential applications 

(Breuer and Sundararaj 2004; Harris 2009). MWCNTs have the highest stiffness and strength 

compared to any other material. Their Young’s modulus can be up to 1000 GPa (five times higher 

than steel) and their tensile strength can be as high as 63 GPa (about 50 times higher than steel) 

(Harris 2009). The combination of these unique mechanical properties with their low density makes 

carbon nanotubes useful in sports equipment such as tennis rackets and high performance racing 

bikes and composites with metals such as aluminum or magnesium makes them attractive for the 

aerospace industry (Breuer and Sundararaj 2004; Harris 2009; Gohardani et al. 2014). 

Functionalized nanotubes can cross cell membranes, suggesting that in a controlled environment 

they can be used for drug delivery into cells after assessing their potential toxicity (Harris 2009; 

Kamalha et al. 2012; Tan et al. 2014). 

 The innovative applications for CNTs in various fields have led to a rapid increase in their 

production volume. The world-wide production capacity for CNT estimated to be 430 tonnes/year 

in 2008 (Mueller and Nowack 2008) and CNT production only in Europe was reported to be 380 

tonnes in 2012 (Sun et al. 2014). The increased production of CNTs also raises questions regarding 

their potential release to the environment (Klaine et al. 2008; Petersen et al. 2011b; Nowack et al. 

2013; Petersen et al. 2014) as well as changing their exposure pattern and potentially increasing 

their potential risks (Environment Canada 2015).  
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The potential impacts of MWCNTs on soil, sediment, and aquatic organisms have been 

extensively researched (Kennedy et al. 2008; Petersen et al. 2011b, 2015). In the soil environment, 

several studies have shown minimal bioaccumulation of MWCNTs by earthworms (Petersen et al. 

2008, 2010, 2011a; Li et al. 2013), yet uptake of MWCNTs from soils or water into plants including 

food crops such as tomatoes has been observed (Khodakovskaya et al. 2011; Larue et al. 2012). 

Some studies have shown toxic effects from MWCNTs to earthworms (Scott-Fordsmand et al. 

2008), while other studies have shown minimal effects on microorganisms or earthworms (Petersen 

et al. 2009b; Shrestha et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2014; Oyelami and Semple 2015). MWCNTs in soils 

may be transported into aquifers where ingestion by humans and subsequent toxicological effects 

are possible. Thus, studies on their environmental persistence and fate in soils are key topics for 

additional research (Petosa et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2011, 2012, 2013).   

Using a life-cycle analysis, it was predicted that, in the United States, about 89% of CNT will 

eventually end up in landfills either directly (77%) and or in ash from incinerator plants (12%) 

(Gottschalk et al. 2009). In the European Union, it is predicted that 50% of CNTs will be disposed 

of in landfills (Sun et al. 2014). Whether disposed directly to a landfill or in the ash from an energy-

from-waste/incineration facility, the CNT in a polymer or metal matrix can be released into the 

leachate by matrix degradation, mechanical stresses (abrasion, scratching, sanding), contact with 

aggressive leachate, and incineration (Lozano and Berge 2012; Petersen et al. 2011b; Nowack et 

al. 2013). 

The barrier system in a modern engineered landfill is designed to limit the release of 

contaminants to the surrounding environment to concentrations below those allowed by 

regulations. Composite liners as a part of landfill barrier systems are typically comprised of a high 

density polyethylene (HDPE) geomembrane (GMB), a geosynthetic clay liner (GCL) or compacted 

clay liner (CCL), and an attenuation layer (AL) (Rowe et al. 2004; Rowe 2005, 2012b).    
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As a part of the investigation of CNT mobility in the environment and landfill barrier systems, 

their migration through porous media has been studied for both SWCNTs (Lecoanet and Wiesner 

2004; Jaisi et al. 2008; Tian et al. 2011) and MWCNTs (Liu et al. 2009; Mattison et al.  2011; 

O'Carroll et al. 2013; Mekonen et al. 2014; Sharma et al. 2014). The results showed that CNTs are 

mobile in porous media and various factors can affect their mobility. For example, an increase in 

either pore water velocity, solution ionic strength, or CNT size decreases CNTs mobility and 

increases their retention, while an increase in either porous media grain size or pH increases their 

mobility and decreases their retention in the porous media. Transport of SWCNTs through a 

packed-bed of mixed municipal solid waste has also been investigated, and the results showed the 

SWCNTs mobility is limited in young waste environments yet increases as the waste matures 

(Khan et al. 2013). 

Diffusive properties of high density polyethylene (HDPE) geomembranes have been studied for 

chloride (Rowe 2012a) and various aromatic and chlorinated organic compounds in landfill 

leachate (Park and Nibras 1993; Aminabhavi and Naik 1999; Sangam and Rowe 2001; Joo et al. 

2005; Islam and Rowe 2009; McWatters and Rowe 2009, 2010). The diffusion of carbon nanotubes 

or any other nanoparticle through geomembranes has not yet been reported in the archival literature. 

Investigating the diffusion of MWCNTs through GMB and their advection through GCL would 

help assess the performance of a composite liner in controlling the potential release of MWCNTs 

to the environment from a landfill. 

The objectives of this paper are to experimentally evaluate the permeation of MWCNTs 

dispersed in an aqueous media through an HDPE geomembrane and, based on the measured GMB 

permeation coefficient, model the potential transfer of MWCNTs through a typical landfill barrier 

system for six different scenarios. 
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2. Diffusive transport theory 

Diffusive transport of a contaminant through a geomembrane (GMB) typically involves three steps 

(Sangam and Rowe 2001): adsorption, diffusion and desorption. The adsorption (and desorption) 

of contaminant from (and to) an aqueous phase at a concentration cf, adjacent to a GMB, partitions 

to the surface of the adjacent GMB at a concentration cg, with the partitioning being controlled by 

the partitioning coefficient Sgf by a relationship analogous to Henry’s law (Sangam and Rowe 

2001):  

fgfg cSc                  (1a) 

Typically, Sgf is deduced at steady state and is given by the ratio of the concentration of the 

contaminant in the GMB, cgF [ML-3], to the concentration in the solution, cfF [ML-3] at equilibrium: 

 fFgFgf ccS /                                                     (1b) 

Diffusion of a contaminant through the GMB due to concentration gradient is usually governed 

by Fick’s first law:  
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where f is the mass flux [ML-2T-1], Dg [L2T-1] is the diffusion coefficient (which is specific to the 

geomembrane and the contaminant) and dcg/dz is the concentration gradient in the GMB [ML-4] 
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Since the measurement of the concentration of a contaminant of interest in the geomembrane is 

difficult, Equations (1) and (2) are often combined and allow the calculation of transport in terms 

of the concentrations in the source and receptor fluid:  

dz

dc
P

dz

dc
DS

dz

dc
Df

f

g

f

ggf

g

g                                                             (4) 

 

where Pg [L2T-1] is the permeation coefficient and represents the mass transfer across the 

geomembrane under a unit concentration gradient at steady state (Sangam and Rowe 2001) and is 

given by: 

ggfg DSP 
                                                      (5) 

3. Experimental investigation 

3.1. Materials and methods 

3.1.1. HDPE geomembrane 

In landfill applications, a 1.5-mm-thick high density polyethylene (HDPE) is commonly used but 

given that it was hypothesized that the permeation of MWCNTs would be very slow in these 

experiments, a much thinner (0.5-mm-thick) GMB (Table 1), the thinnest similar GMB available, 

was used to allow faster diffusion.  

3.1.2. MWCNTs properties and dispersion preparation 

The experiments were performed using a MWCNT dispersion. MWCNTs with a purity of more 

than 95 % by mass were purchased from Cheap Tubes Inc. (Grafton, VT, US). The measured 

average length and diameter of the same type of MWCNTs from the same manufacturer were 

previously reported to be 9.5 nm ± 2.4 nm and 0.236 μm ± 0.126 μm (uncertainties are standard 
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deviation values of length (n=200) and diameter (n=130) measurements), respectively after the 

functionalization and modification processes described below (O’Carroll et al. 2013).  

To prepare the MWCNT dispersion for the experiments, first, they were functionalized (acid 

treated) to increase their stability in aqueous media by adding surface hydroxyl (-OH) and carboxyl 

(-COOH) functional groups (Liu et al. 1998). For functionalization, MWCNTs (≈100 mg) were 

added to a mixture of 3:1 v/v sulfuric acid (12 mL) and nitric acid (4 mL). The mixture was placed 

in a bath sonicator (Fisher Scientific, FS110) for two hours and then filtered through a 0.45 μm 

polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE) membrane to separate functionalized MWCNTs and acids. To 

remove the residual acids on the MWCNTs, the filter was rinsed with boiling deionized water 

(approximately 2 L) until the pH of the filtrate was around neutral. The filter was placed in a 

desiccator to dry and then the functionalized MWCNTs were removed from the filter and stored in 

a glass vial for future use (Petersen et al. 2009a; Mattison et al. 2011).   

After functionalization, MWCNTs were dispersed in an aqueous media with ionic strength of 

7.5 mmol/L and pH of ≈7. The aqueous media was chosen based on the literature review with the 

priority given to making a stable dispersion rather than mimicking landfill leachate. Stability of 

CNT dispersions is strongly affected by pH and ionic strength of the aqueous media (Lin et al. 

2009; Lin et al. 2010; Saleh et al. 2008). CNTs aggregation and precipitation increases at low pH 

(e.g., pH <5) (Lin et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2011). Therefore, a pH value was chosen that was 

sufficiently high to prevent aggregation and also close to the pH of landfill leachate (which is 

slightly acidic for young leachate but slightly basic for old leachate). Increasing cations in the 

aqueous media (i.e., ionic strength) induce CNTs aggregation (Zhang et al. 2011). Hence, to make 

a stable CNT dispersion for performing the experiments, a low ionic strength (i.e., 7.5 mmol/L) 

(Mattison et al. 2011) was chosen. This mimics some low ionic strength municipal solid waste 

(MSW) leachates and is likely to be conservative for high ionic strength MSW leachate but it 

allowed for the preparation of a stable dispersion for the experiments. Moreover, unlike landfill 
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leachate, the aqueous media used in these experiments does not contain any organic material such 

as humic acid or acetic acid to simplify quantifying the CNT concentration in the media. The 

aqueous media (all references to “aqueous media” in this paper are to this specific media) was made 

by adding 1.26 mmol/L monosodium phosphate (NaH2PO4·H2O), 1.73 mmol/L disodium 

phosphate (Na2HPO4) and 1 mmol/L sodium bromide (NaBr) to double deionized water (Mattison 

et al. 2011). Then, a 250 mL beaker containing 200 mL of the aqueous media was placed in an ice-

water bath and ≈5 mg of functionalized MWCNTs were dispersed in the media for one hour using 

a Cole-Palmer 500-Watt Ultrasonic Homogenizer, 13 mm-diameter ultrasonic probe (Mattison et 

al. 2011). The MWCNTs dispersion was diluted by adding 300 mL aqueous media. A sufficient 

volume of MWCNTs dispersed in the aqueous media was prepared to fill the diffusion cells (500 

mL in each batch). The initial concentration of the mixed MWCNTs dispersion was ≈ 8.5 mg/L as 

measured by a total organic carbon analyzer (TOC analyser) as described below. 

3.1.3. Analytical methods 

To quantify the concentration of MWCNTs dispersion samples from the diffusion experiment, two 

instruments were used: a TOC analyzer and a UV/visible (UV-vis) spectrophotometer. 

The TOC analyzer (Shimadzu, TOC-5050A) was used to measure the concentration of total 

carbon (TC) and inorganic carbon (IC) in the MWCNTs dispersion and the organic carbon (OC) 

concentration was calculated by subtracting the two numbers for each sample. Given that the 

MWCNTs had been functionalized by adding surface hydroxyl (-OH) and carboxyl (-COOH) 

functional groups, the TOC analyzer detected them as organic carbon (OC). The calibration curves 

for total carbon and inorganic carbon were run daily before analysing the samples. The measured 

detection limit of the TOC analyser was 0.15 mg/L for organic carbon. The linearity of the TOC 

analyzer for MWCNT samples was tested and yielded a coefficient of determination of 0.9997. 

A scanning UV/vis spectrophotometer (Beckman, DU-520) at wavelength  = 400 nm (Liu et 

al. 2009; Mattison et al. 2011; O'Carroll et al. 2013) was used to measure the absorbance of the 
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dispersed MWCNT in the test samples. The detection limit for absorbance measurements was 0.004 

(≈0.1 mg/L MWCNT) which was calculated using the standard deviation of the measurements of 

multiple diluted dispersed MWCNTs samples. The linearity of the UV/vis spectrophotometer for 

MWCNT samples was tested and yielded a coefficient of determination of 1.000. A comparison 

between the UV/vis spectroscopy results and TOC results yielded a coefficient of determination of 

0.9965. 

The UV-vis and the TOC analyser provide orthogonal methods to assess the change in the 

concentration of MWCNTs in the test cells.   UV-vis spectroscopy uses a non-destructive method 

of measurement, and hence it was used more frequently than TOC analysis because the test 

specimens were returned to the cells after UV-vis measurements to minimize the total sample 

volume and mass of MWCNTs withdrawn from the cells. Importantly, TOC analysis was used to 

confirm the UV-vis measurements for every third sampling event. The TOC analyser can reveal 

more information about what is happening in the diffusion cells (e.g., carbon desorption from the 

GMB or CO2 dissolution from the air space). Interferences in the sample analysis (i.e., different 

carbon sources in the cells) can be investigated using TOC analyser by differentiating between 

organic carbon and inorganic carbon as discussed in Section 4. Measurements from UV-vis did not 

require corrections for these interferences. 

3.2. GMB diffusion test 

To establish the diffusion coefficient, conventional two-compartment (source and receptor) 

stainless steel cells (Park et al. 1996; Sangam and Rowe 2001; Joo et al. 2005; Islam and Rowe 

2009; McWatters and Rowe 2009, 2010) (Figure 1) were used.  

Duplicate diffusion cells were set up with the MWCNTs dispersion in the source chamber and 

aqueous media (ionic strength of 7.5 mmol/L; pH of ≈7) in the receptor chamber. A 0.5-mm-thick 

HDPE geomembrane was used to separate the source and the receptor chambers. A blank cell was 

also set up with aqueous media in both source and receptor chambers and a 0.5-mm-thick HDPE 
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GMB to separate them. The blank cell was used to monitor any background carbon in the samples 

or laboratory environment that entered the aqueous media. The cells were sampled after set up 

(initial concentration) and at regular time intervals to monitor the change in the concentration. To 

increase the statistical significance and confirm reproducibility of the results a second set of tests 

including a blank cell and three diffusion cells was started after obtaining the initial results from 

the duplicate diffusion cells. 

To ensure that the MWCNTs remained dispersed during testing, the diffusion cells were 

sonicated (placed in a Fisher Scientific Ultrasonic Cleaners, FS110, filled with tap water) weekly 

for half an hour. All the results presented in this paper were obtained after weekly sonication of the 

cells. The concentration drop in the sources between each two measurements before sonication was 

less than 15%. By reducing agglomeration using sonication, the MWCNTs were more likely to 

diffuse (if there was to be diffusion).  It also kept them suspended rather than settling to the bottom 

of the chamber as can happen if they agglomerate to a sufficiently large size. Regular sonication of 

diffusion cells is considered unlikely to have any adverse effects on GMB properties; to the extent 

that there is any effect, it is to increase mobility of CNTs by keeping them available for diffusion 

(if they will diffuse) and hence would be conservative (i.e., the test would tend to overestimate the 

mobility of the MWCNTs though the GMB). 

4. Analyses using UV-vis and TOC analyser  

TOC analyser results indicated that the carbon concentration in the receptors as well as in the blank 

cell chambers increased from below the detection limit initially to more than 1 mg/L. To investigate 

this issue, additional tests were performed at two temperatures (room temperature and 40°C), with 

different GMB thicknesses (0.5 mm, 1.5 mm, and 2.4 mm), and in different media (double 

deionized water (DDW) and the aqueous media defined in Section 3.1.2). These test, which are 

described in more details in the Supplementary Material (carbon desorption test), showed that some 

carbon from the GMB (likely short chain hydrocarbons/waxes and antioxidants known to be present 
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in the resin) diffused to the surface of the geomembrane, desorbed from the GMB, and dissolved 

in the media and hence were detected by the TOC analyser and not UV-vis at the wavelength 

analyzed. The amount of carbon desorbing from the GMB depended on the media in contact with 

GMB (either double deionized water (DDW) or the aqueous media as defined in Section 3.1.2) as 

well as temperature, and was proportional to the surface area of the GMB (Supplementary Material 

Tables S1 and S2). IC desorption was higher in aqueous media than in DDW by a factor of four 

but it was not significantly affected by the temperature and the GMB thickness. Organic carbon 

(OC) desorption was not affected by media or GMB thickness at room temperature but it increased 

at 40°C by 7 to 15 times depending on the media and the GMB thickness (slightly higher in aqueous 

media and increased with GMB thickness). The ratio of the mass of the desorbed organic carbon at 

40°C to the GMB surface area was 3.0±0.2 μg/cm2, 4.8±0.6 μg/cm2, and 5.1±0.3 μg/cm2 for 0.5 

mm, 1.5 mm, and 2.4-mm-thick HDPE GMB, respectively (Supplementary Material Table S2; 

these values are the average of DDW and aqueous media measurements and the uncertainty 

indicates standard deviation values). The results suggested that aqueous media and increased 

temperature increased the carbon desorption from the GMB. For the conditions corresponding to 

those in the diffusion tests, the carbon desorption from the GMB in contact with aqueous media at 

room temperature was 65 % IC and 35 % OC (Supplementary Material Table S1). Sonicating the 

diffusion cells could also increase the amount of the desorbed carbon from the GMB in the cells. 

Another source of the carbon detected in the blank cell and receptors was shown to be CO2 

dissolution from the air space formed in the cells due to sampling; dissolved CO2 was in the form 

of IC. To account for these extra sources of carbon in the samples, the TOC data were corrected by 

subtracting the measured concentration of TOC in similarly treated blank cell. 

For the reasons discussed above, more confidence is placed in the results from the UV-vis and 

the following discussion will focus on the UV-vis results. However, the trend in the TOC-analyser 

results was consistent with the findings from the UV-vis (although these results had higher 
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variability due to the need to make the corrections for measured carbon from sources other than the 

MWCNTs as discussed above). 

5. Experiment results and estimation of GMB permeation coefficient and GCL hydraulic 

conductivity 

Samples from the duplicate diffusion cells, analysed using UV-vis, did not show any measurable 

diffusion or partitioning of MWCNTs to the GMB after about 650 days (Figure 2). The slight 

change and fluctuation in the data is due to very minor (unquantifiable) MWCNT attachment to the 

cell walls, sampling septa and surface of the GMB itself observed at the termination of the test. All 

UV-vis measurements were normalized to the initial source measurements at time zero. A second 

set of the tests, which ran up to 320 days and included four replicates, confirmed the results of the 

first set of experiments. There was some fluctuation in the measured concentrations in the source 

of the diffusion cells but there was no measurable partitioning of MWCNTs in the GMB for any of 

the four replicates at any time during the test.  

Since no partitioning of MWCNTs to the HDPE GMB was observed after 650 days (Figure 2), 

diffusion coefficient, Dg, and partitioning coefficient, Sgf, cannot be estimated individually but the 

permeation coefficient, Pg (Equation 5), can be estimated from modelling. From the UV-vis 

spectroscopy results, the detection limit in the receptor (absorbance of 0.004 equals 1% of the initial 

source measurement) was used as the upper bound concentration in the receptor after 650 days and 

then the cells were modelled using the computer code POLLUTE (Rowe and Booker 2004). The 

model indicated that a permeation coefficient of MWCNTs to the GMB of Pg = 5.1×10-15 m2/s 

(Figure 2) would be required to have a receptor concentration at the detection limit at this time. 

This value can be regarded as an upper bound and the actual value is likely lower (as could be 

confirmed by running the test even longer); however, this does give enough information to give 

conservative estimate of impact for a MSW landfill. This estimated Pg for MWCNTs through 

HDPE GMB is three to four orders of magnitude lower compared to some other organic compounds 
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such as benzene and DCM (Table 2) which suggests HDPE GMB can be effective in limiting the 

diffusive release of the examined MWCNTs from a landfill. This difference between permeation 

coefficients of organic compounds and MWCNTs is likely due to difference in behaviour of 

dissolved organic compounds and MWCNTs which are in the form of a colloidal dispersion. 

MWCNTs behaviour is likely similar to dissolved ions like chloride regarding their interaction with 

water. Negative chloride ions in water are surrounded by polar water molecules which makes it 

difficult for them to enter non-polar polyethylene structure. Similarly, functionalized MWCNTs 

(with added –OH and –COOH groups) can form hydrogen bonding with water molecules (Smith 

et al. 2009) which makes MWCNTs partitioning into HDPE GMB more difficult. The average size 

of the MWCNT (9.5 nm in diameter and 236 nm in length) is also much larger than organic 

compounds such as benzene (on the order of 0.1 nm; Vančik 2014) which makes it more difficult 

for the MWCNTs to diffuse through the GMB. For inorganic contaminants such as Na+, Cl-, and 

heavy metal salts such as Zn2+, Ni2+, Mn2+, an HDPE geomembrane is an excellent diffusive barrier 

(Rowe et al. 2004). 

The estimated upper bound value for Pg is based on virgin GMB. It would be expected that in a 

MSW landfill (typical temperature of 30 oC to 40 oC, pressure, contact with leachate), physical 

aging of the GMB would increase crystallinity, and to the extent that this would affect MWCNT 

diffusion, it is likely to reduce diffusion through the intact GMB with aging (Islam and Rowe 2009).  

However, as oxidative degradation of the GMB occurs and the liner approaches its service life, the 

number of holes and leakage would become greater and hence there would be an increase the 

migration of any MWCNTs that are still suspended in the leachate. Thus the long-term fate of 

MWCNTs in the landfill leachate may affect their potential to migrate out of a landfill and warrants 

more investigation. 
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6. Estimation of MWCNTs transfer through landfill barrier system 

To investigate the effectiveness of a composite liner in containing MWCNTs based on GMB 

permeation coefficient estimated by the experiment described above, MWCNTs transfer through a 

typical composite liner of a hypothetical landfill was modelled using POLLUTE (Rowe and Booker 

2004). Two composite liner configurations were considered involving a 1.5-mm-thick HDPE GMB 

and either (i) a geosynthetic clay liner (GCL), or (ii) a compacted clay liner (CCL).  In both 

configurations the composite liner was underlain by an attenuation layer (AL) resting on a 3 m 

thick aquifer (Table 3, Figure 3). The thickness of the AL was adjusted (based on the thicknesses 

of the GCL and CCL) so that the distance from the bottom of the GMB to the aquifer was the same 

for each configuration and met the minimum distance of 3.75 m required by MOE (1998). The 

infiltration through the landfill cover was assumed to be 0.15 m/yr (= 4110 liters per hectare per 

day (lphd)). The leakage through the composite liner was calculated using the parameters in Table 

3 and Figure 3 (and Eq. 38 from Rowe 1998) and then it was assumed the difference between the 

infiltration and the calculated leakage is removed by a leachate collection system. 

The estimated permeation coefficient of MWCNTs through the GMB was taken as the upper 

bound values based on the experimental results (i.e., Pg = 5.1×10-15 m2/s; Table 2). The effect of 

the liner temperature on the permeation coefficient is not considered here.    

The transport of MWCNTs through a porous media as a colloidal suspension in water is similar 

to the conventional mass transport equation (including advection, diffusion) with an extra term 

related to the mass removal of MWCNTs particles by porous media due to three mechanisms 

associated with colloid filtration theory: (1) interception after contacting the surface of the soil 

particles, (2) gravity sedimentation, and (3) diffusion into immobile zones (e.g., into secondary 

pores or into zones with limited advective flow (Liu et al. 2009; O'Carroll et al. 2013)).  Many 

factors affect these mechanisms such as the size of the MWCNTs and the ionic strength of the 

aqueous phase. When the ionic strength of the aqueous media decreases, the colloid removal due 
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to deposition on the soil particles decreases. Smaller MWCNTs remain retained by the soil particles 

to a greater extent compared to larger MWCNTs because there is a larger range of retention sites 

available for smaller MWCNTs while larger MWCNTs need larger deposition sites on soil particles 

surface so there is less retention sites for them. The total number of retention sites in a porous media 

are finite and these sites will be occupied more quickly if the initial MWCNT concentration and 

consequently the MWCNT mass available for occupying the sites are higher (O'Carroll et al. 2013). 

The deposition rate decreases with time as the available sites get blocked (filled/occupied) due to 

considerable net-repulsive energy barrier between MWCNTs and surface of the soil particles. Due 

to this net-repulsive electrostatic condition, only a small part of the soil particles surface contributes 

to MWCNTs deposition (Sasidharan et al. 2014).  Another factor that affects the retention of 

MWCNTs in a porous media is the Brownian motion of MWCNTs (which is greater for smaller 

particles) which can lead to more collisions of MWCNTs with soil particles and hence greater 

diffusion into immobile zones of the porous media (O'Carroll et al. 2013).  Since there was no data 

on diffusion coefficients of MWCNTs through GCL, CCL and AL in the literature, it was assumed 

that these values are similar to the reported values for chloride (Table 3, Figure 3). Two hydraulic 

conductivity values were used for the GCL (2.3×10-11 m/s from Saheli 2016 and 2.0×10-10 m/s from 

Rowe and Brachman 2004) to investigate its effect on the performance of the barrier system. While 

it is likely that MWCNTs would be retarded by the structure of the GCL, in the modelling below, 

it is conservatively assumed that eventually the retardation capacity would be reached and that 

MWCNTs would be transported like a conservative species (e.g., chloride). 

The initial MWCNTs concentration in the landfill was assumed to be 10 mg/L. The CNT mass 

in a landfill can be estimated to be 12 g CNT/m2 in US and 4.8 g CNT/m2 in Europe (see 

Supplementary Material for detailed calculations). Since these values for CNT mass in the landfill 

are all estimates and are not measured values, to be conservative, the ratio of the mass of MWCNTs 

per unit volume of waste to the initial concentration was taken to be the same as that for chloride 
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based on MOE (1998). This assumption yields a CNT mass per unit area of landfill about 16 times 

higher than what is calculated above for landfills in the US (i.e., 200 g/m2 vs 12 g/m2) (Table 4). 

The calculated CNT mass in the landfill (i.e., 12 g CNT/ m2) was also used for one case in Scenario 

6 (as described below) to illustrate the impact of the CNT mass in the landfill. It was assumed that 

all CNT mass in the landfill was available to be leached out of the waste and hence available for 

transport through the composite liner and that it was uniformly distributed. This is a conservative 

assumption given that release of MWCNTs from composite materials is typically only a small 

fraction (> 1 %) of the total amount in the nanocomposite after weathering and abrasion 

(Schlagenhauf et al., 2015).    

For each composite liner configuration (either with GCL or CCL, Figure 3), the peak 

concentration in the aquifer was calculated for each of the six scenarios modelled, viz: 

Scenario 1: pure diffusion neglecting the GMB and assuming that there is no leakage through 

the composite liner; 

Scenario 2: pure diffusion through the composite liner considering GMB (a comparison of 

Scenario 2 with Scenario 1 demonstrates the effectiveness of the GMB as a diffusion barrier 

for MWCNTs); 

Scenario 3: diffusion and leakage through 5 holes/ha in the GMB with no wrinkles (Figure 4a 

& 4c); 

Scenario 4: diffusion and leakage through 5 holes/ha where 1 hole/ha is coincident with a 10 m 

long wrinkle/ha in the GMB and 4 holes/ha are on planar GMB in direct contact with either 

GCL or CCL (Figure 4); 

Scenario 5: diffusion and leakage through 5 holes/ha where 1 hole/ha is coincident with a 100 

m long wrinkle/ha in the GMB and 4 holes/ha are on planar GMB (Figure 4); 

Scenario 6: diffusion and leakage through 5 holes/ha where 1 hole/ha is coincident with a 1000 

m long wrinkle/ha in GMB and 4 holes/ha are on planar GMB (Figure 4);  
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No wrinkles were included in the modeling for the first three scenarios. The length of 

interconnected wrinkles depends on many different factors as discussed in Chappel et al. (2012a). 

The measured length of the longest interconnected wrinkle in a test site on a sunny summer day for 

uncovered GMB varied between 80 m/ha to 6,600 m/ha over the course of the day (Chappel et al. 

2012a). Thus the length of a winkle that will affect leakage through a composite liner will depend 

on the time of day that the GMB is covered. To illustrate the effect of this, the impact of wrinkles 

coincident with holes (see Rowe 1998; 2005; 2012b; Rowe et al. 2012; Chappel et al. 2012a; 2012b) 

was modelled for three different wrinkle lengths in the second three scenarios. 

The concentrations provided in the following are for one set of aquifer properties. The calculated 

impact would be case specific and would, for example, vary depending on the Darcy flux, thickness 

and dispersivity in the aquifer. Nevertheless, by keeping one set of aquifer properties and 

comparing the concentration in the aquifer for the scenarios examined, this study provides 

important information about the relative release rates and the role of the composite liner in 

containing MWCNT. 

For the pure diffusion Scenarios (1 and 2), it was assumed that the entire infiltration (0.15 m/yr 

= 4110 lphd) is removed by the leachate collection system, and thus there is no Darcy flux through 

the composite liner. By ignoring the GMB’s diffusive resistance, the peak concentration in the 

aquifer of about 8% of the initial concentration in the landfill occurred after about 300 years for 

composite liner with either GCL or CCL (Figure 5). When GMB’s diffusive resistance to 

MWCNTs is considered, transfer through the composite liner is substantially slowed allowing more 

MWCNTs mass to be removed by leachate collection system; in this scenario, the peak 

concentration in the aquifer was only 0.4% of the initial concentration in the landfill and occurred 

after about 500 years. Thus an HDPE GMB can very effectively limit the diffusive transport of 

MWCNTs and work as a migration barrier when there is no hole and hence no leakage through the 

GMB.  
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Scenarios 3 to 6 were investigated, because holes may be present even with strict construction 

quality assurance for GMB installation (e.g., 2.5 holes/ha to 5 holes/ha, Giroud and Bonaparte 

2001; Rowe 2005; 2012b). The calculated leakage through the holes for similar scenarios is larger 

for composite liners with CCL than that with GCL (Table 5) due to higher GMB/CCL 

transmissivity (Figure 3; Rowe 2012b). For example, for CCL and GCL configurations 

(kGCL=2.0×10-10 m/s) with no wrinkle, the calculated leakage through 5 holes/ha in the CCL 

configuration is about 180 times higher than that in GCL configuration (2.6 lphd vs. 0.014 lphd). 

When 1 hole/ha is on a wrinkle, depending on the length of the wrinkle, the leakage is 1.6 to 3 

times higher for CCL configuration than those for GCL configuration (Table 5). A decrease in GCL 

hydraulic conductivity from 2.0×10-10 m/s to 2.3×10-11 m/s decreased the leakage through the 

composite liner by more than a factor of three for the configuration examined when there was a 

wrinkle (Table 5). For the scenarios examined, a maximum of 6.0% of the infiltration leaked 

through the holes into the subsoil and aquifer (Table 5) and the remainder was collected by the 

leachate collection system. Advective/diffusive transport of MWCNTs (the governing equations 

are presented in the Supplementary Material) through the composite liner (Scenarios 3 to 6) was 

modelled in two different ways: 

M1: the easiest method of modelling advective/diffusive transfer of a contaminant was to model 

both the diffusive properties of the components of the composite liner together with the 

average Darcy flux (leakage, Table 5) through the entire landfill area; and 

M2: a more strictly correct but more time consuming alternative method that was also used (and 

that is essential for contaminants with very high partitioning coefficient and very low 

diffusion coefficient such as PCBs (Jones 2016) and PBDEs (Saheli 2016)) that considered 

diffusion over the entire landfill area but focussed the advective transport over a very 

limited area associated with the wetted radius (e.g., Rowe 2012b) below the holes or 

wrinkles affected by a hole (Supplementary Material). 
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The results of these two modeling approaches are compared and discussed. 

When the GMB had no wrinkles (Scenario 3), the holes were all in direct contact with either 

GCL or CCL. In this case, the leakage through a composite liner with GCL was so small (for both 

hydraulic conductivities considered; Table 5) that diffusion of MWCNTs dominated over advection 

and the peak concentration in the aquifer was practically identical to that calculated for pure 

diffusion model (0.4% of the initial concentration in the landfill after 520 years). Modelling the 

transport through the composite liner using both methods M1 and M2 gave the same results (Table 

6, Scenario 3). For a composite liner with CCL, the leakage is higher than with either GCL 

configuration for a similar scenario due to higher transmissivity between GMB and CCL (Table 5). 

In this case both diffusion and advection contribute in MWCNTs migration although diffusion still 

dominates for Scenario 3 (Table 6). Modelling method M2 gives earlier and higher peak 

concentration in the aquifer compared to method M1 (0.9% of the initial concentration in the 

landfill after 300 years compared to 0.6% after about 500 years).  

When one of the holes was on a wrinkle, the leakage through the composite liner increased 

significantly as the length of the interconnected wrinkles increased (Table 5). For short wrinkles 

(e.g., 10 m/ha) the contribution of advection (leakage) was similar to that due to diffusion (Table 

6, Scenario 4). In a composite liner with GCL having kGCL =2.3×10-11 m/s, the peak concentration 

in the aquifer was 0.5% of the initial concentration in the landfill by both methods M1 and M2 but 

at somewhat different times (520 years for M1 and 470 years for M2; Table 6). Considering a 

“worst case” GCL with kGCL =2×10-10 m/s, the advection increased by a factor of about 3.7 (Table 

5, Scenario 4) but still remained small (i.e., less than that for CCL Scenario 3 with no wrinkle) and 

the normalized peak concentration (cp/co where co is the initial concentration in the landfill) 

calculated by method M1 remained about the same while that calculated with method M2 increased 

to about 0.7% (Figure 6a, Table 6, Scenario 4).  For a composite liner with a CCL, even with a 

short (10 m/ha) wrinkle, the leakage was between 3 and 12 times higher than for the two GCLs 
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(Table 5, Scenario 4) and the method of calculation begins to become important with the normalized 

peak concentration (cp/co) calculated by method M2 being 1.5% compared to 0.7% for method M1 

(Figure 6b). Thus, for the case considered here, the focusing of the flow on the discrete location of 

the wrinkle with a hole is different by a factor of two from that calculated for the same leakage 

spread uniformly over the base of the landfill when the leakage exceeded about 3 litres per hectare 

per day (lphd). This conclusion should not be generalized because the permeation coefficient of 

MWCNTs through the GMB is at least three to four orders of magnitude lower than that for typical 

organic contaminants considered in landfill design such as benzene and DCM (Table 2) and for 

those contaminants diffusion would still be dominate over advection (leakage) at flows much larger 

than 3 lphd. However, for MWCNTs, diffusion through the GMB is so small that even small 

leakages assume relative importance and only results obtained with method M2 will be discussed 

for longer wrinkles. 

With an increase in the wrinkle length to 100 m/ha (Scenario 5) for MWCNT in a landfill with 

a composite liner, advection through a hole in a single wrinkle tended to dominate over diffusion 

through the entire geomembrane in terms of the impact on the aquifer (Table 6, Scenario 5). For 

Scenario 5 with kGCL = 2.3×10-11 m/s, the normalized peak concentration in the aquifer was still 

relatively small at 1.3% (after 270 years). However, for the worst case Scenario 5 with kGCL=2×10-

10 m/s, the normalized peak concentration in the aquifer increased to 4.2% (after 200 years), and 

for the CCL Scenario 5, to 7.2% after 190 years (Table 6 and Figure 7). Whether these values would 

be acceptable depends on the source concentration in the landfill and an assessment of an allowable 

concentration in the aquifer (which will be regulation dependant). 

The migration of MWCNTs through the GMB with a 1000 m/ha wrinkle (Scenario 6) is 

governed by that wrinkle and the normalized values of peak impact (Table 6 and Figure 8) range 

between 9.5% (after 180 years) for kGCL=2.3×10-11 m/s, 27% (after 120 years) for kGCL=2×10-10 m/s, 

and 35% (after 110 years) for the CCL case.  
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The modelling was generally conducted using 200 g/m2, but as shown by a comparison of the 

upper and lower curves for a CCL in Figure 8, the CNT mass has a significant impact. The 

uppermost curve in Figure 8 for 200 g/m2 (kCCL=1×10-9 m/s) has a peak concentration in the aquifer 

of 35% after 110 years while the lowermost curve for otherwise identical conditions except that it 

uses the estimate of the CNT mass in US landfills of 12 g/m2 (which is about 16 smaller) gives a 

peak concentration in the aquifer about 6 times lower (5.9% at only 30 years). Thus, the results 

from the worst case situation vary significantly depending upon the estimated CNT mass in the 

modelled landfill. 

The range of results obtained over the six scenarios and the different composite liner 

configurations examined, highlight the extremely high effectiveness of an intact geomembrane or 

even a geomembrane with 5 holes/ha in contact with a good clay liner for limiting the migration of 

MWCNTs from a simulated MSW landfill.  The results focus attention on the leakage that could 

occur through a hole in a wrinkle of different lengths.  For the conditions examined, the results 

suggest for landfills with MWCNTs, attention needs to be paid to limiting the length of wrinkles 

especially in cases with a CCL.  However, it also important to note that the analyses conducted 

herein are considered quite conservative. Of particular note is the fact that the migration of 

MWCNTs through the clay liner and the attenuation layer was considered to be like a conservative 

contaminant with no filtration. In reality, MWCNTs would not migrate conservatively through but 

would be subject to filtration (e.g., see Liu et al. 2009; Mattison et al. 2011; O'Carroll et al. 2013) 

which would substantially slow release into the aquifer.  It was shown that there is a log-linear 

relationship between available deposition sites for MWCNTs and specific surface area of the quartz 

sand particles (Mattison et al. 2011) which suggests clay particles with their large specific surface 

area would have huge potential for MWCNTs removal. These issues, especially with respect to 

clayey soils, require more investigation.  What can be concluded from the foregoing discussion is 

that, if analyses of a real landfill similar to those performed herein indicate that transport through a 
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composite landfill liner will be largely dominated by diffusion, then the diffusive migration of 

MWCNTs though the liner is likely to be small. The opposite is not necessary true. If an analysis 

such as that for Scenario 6 suggests the advection dominates over leakage it does not mean that the 

impact of MWCNTs will necessarily be unacceptable but it does mean that much greater scrutiny 

must be given to the assumptions used in the analysis to assess whether in reality there may be an 

unacceptably high release. 

7. Conclusion 

Diffusion tests were performed with a multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) dispersion and an 

HDPE GMB at room temperature to estimate its permeation coefficient. Parameters derived from 

this experiment were then used to examine the potential migration of MWCNTs for a MSW landfill 

for a number of cases. Based on the materials and conditions examined, it is concluded that:  

 Based on the detection limit of MWCNTs dispersion in the receptor after about 650 days, 

the upper bound of the permeation coefficient, Pg, of MWCNTs dispersed in an aqueous 

media through an HDPE GMB was 5.1×10-15 m2/s.  

 The inferred permeation coefficient of MWCNTs through HDPE GMB is three to four 

orders of magnitude lower than that for many organic compounds considered in landfill 

design (e.g., benzene, DCM) which implies that an HDPE GMB can be a very effective 

diffusive barrier to MWCNTs. 

 Modelling composite liner configurations involving a GCL or a CCL for a hypothetical 

MSW landfill based on permeation coefficient from the experiment showed that HDPE 

GMB could be very effective in containing MWCNTs inside the barrier system providing 

that leakage through the composite liner is minimized by reducing the number of holes and 

especially the length of interconnected wrinkles during the construction. 
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 The data and analysis presented herein represents a screening tool that may be used in 

design to identify cases where MWCNT are not likely problem as well as those that need 

much more investigations and possibly more sophisticated methods of analysis. 
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Notations 

Basic SI units are shown in parentheses. 

co the contaminant  initial concentration in the landfill (kg/l) 

cf the contaminant concentration in fluid (kg/l) 

cfF the contaminant concentration in the aqueous solution at 

equilibrium(kg/l) cg the contaminant concentration in the geomembrane (kg/l) 

cgF the contaminant concentration in the geomembrane at equilibrium(kg/l) 
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cp the contaminant  peak concentration in the aquifer (kg/l) 

Dg diffusion coefficient of the contaminant with respect to the GMB (m2/s) 

f contaminant mass flux (kg/m2/s) 

k hydraulic conductivity (m/s) 

qo the infiltration through the landfill cover (m/s) 

Pg  permeation coefficient (m2/s) 

Sgf partitioning coefficient (-) 

t time (s) 

tp  time to the contaminant peak concentration in the aquifer (s) 

Abbreviations 

AL Attenuation layer 

CCL Compacted clay liner 

CNT Carbon nanotube 

DCM Methylene chloride 

DDW Double deionized water 

GCL Geosynthetic clay liner 

GMB Geomembrane 

HDPE High density polyethylene 

HP-OIT High pressure oxidative induction time (T) 

IC Inorganic carbon 

lphd Liters per hectare per day 

MOE Ministry of environment 

MSW Municipal solid waste 

MWCNT Multiwall carbon nanotube 

OC Organic carbon 

Std-OIT Standard oxidative induction time (T) 

SWCNT Single-wall carbon nanotube 

TC Total carbon 

TOC  Total organic carbon 

UV-vis UV/visible spectrophotometer 
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Table 1. Properties of HDPE geomembrane manufactured by Solmax International Inc., 

Quebec, Canada (modified from Ewais and Rowe 2014) 

Properties Unit Value 

Nominal thickness (ASTM D5199) mm 0.5  

Resin density (ASTM D1505) g/cm3 0.937 

GMB density (ASTM D1505) g/cm3 0.947 

Std-OIT (ASTM D3895) min 175± 3 

HP-OIT (ASTM D5885) min 930± 34 

Degree of crystallinity (ASTM793) % 52.7± 2.4 

 

 

Table 2. Reported Sgf and Dg for various contaminants for HDPE geomembrane 

Compound Dg (m2/s) Sgf (-) Pg (m2/s) Reference 

Benzene 3.5×10-13 30 1.0×10-11 Sangam and Rowe (2001) 

Dichloromethane 6.5×10-13 6 4.0×10-12 Sangam and Rowe (2001) 

Chloride ind ind < 4.0×10-18 Rowe (2012a) 

MWCNT ind ind < 5.1×10-15 This study 

ind = indeterminate 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3. Properties of the composite liner examined in landfill modelling  
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Parameter  Unit Value 

GMB    

Thickness h m 0.0015 

Density  g/cm3 0.946 

Permeation coefficient Pg m2/yr 5.6×10-15 

Attenuation layer (AL)    

Density  g/cm3 1.9 

Diffusion coefficient De m2/yr 0.02b 

Hydraulic conductivity k m/s 1.0×10-7b  

Porosity n - 0.3d 

Other parameters    

Dispersivity (all layers)  m 0.4 

Leachate head on GMB hw m 0.3d 

Aquifer velocity vbin m/yr 1b 

Potentiometric levela   ha m 3d 

Aquifer thickness hb m 3b 

Hole radius ro mm 5.7b 

Wrinkle compressed width 2b m 0.1c 

a Above bottom of the attenuation layer over the aquifer, bRowe and Brachman 

(2004); cGudina and Brachman (2006) ; dRowe (2012b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4. Input data for modelling MWCNTs transfer through landfill barrier system 

Parameter  Unit Value 
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Landfill length L m 1000 

Landfill width W m 500 

Infiltration qo m/yr 0.15 

Waste height Hw m 28 

Waste density w kg/m3 1000 

Reference height of leachatea 

(similar to chloride) 
Hr m 20 

Initial concentration in the landfill co mg/L 10 

Total mass in waste per unit areab mTC g/m2 200 

a Hr is equal to the mass of contaminant per unit area divided by the initial source 

concentration (calculation is described in Saheli 2016) 

bmTC = Hr × co 

 

 

Table 5. Calculated leakage through a composite liner for cases examined with 5 holes/ha in 

the GMB (Scenarios 3 to 6), the numbers in parenthesis show the percentage of infiltration 

leaked through the composite liner into the subsoil and aquifer (qo = 0.15 m3/a/m2 = 4110 

lphd), the rest of the infiltration is removed by the leachate collection system 

Composite liner 

configuration 

Leakage (in litres per hectare per day, lphd) 

No 

Wrinkle 

10 m 

wrinkle 

100 m 

wrinkle 

1000 m 

wrinkle 

GCL (k=2.3×10-11 m/s) 
0.014 

(<0.001 %) 

0.4 

(0.01 %) 

3.9 

(0.10 %) 

39.1 

(0.95 %) 

GCL (k=2.0×10-10 m/s) 
0.014 

(<0.001 %) 

1.5 

(0.04 %) 

15.3 

(0.37 %) 

152.5 

(3.7 %) 

CCL (k=1.0×10-9 m/s) 
2.6  

(0.06 %) 

4.6 

(0.11 %) 

26.7 

(0.65 %) 

248.5 

(6.0 %) 
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 Table 6. Calculated normalized peak impact, cp/co, and time to peak impact, tp, for 

MWCNT migration through the composite liners consider with 5 holes/ha (co = 10 mg/L). 

Numbers rounded to 2 significant digits. In Method 1 (M1), both advective and diffusive 

transfer of MWCNTs were modelled together considering the average leakage through the 

entire landfill area. In Method 2 (M2), advective and diffusive transfer of MWCNTs were 

modelled separately and the results were superimposed considering the leakage over a very 

limited area associated with the wetted radius (e.g., Rowe 2012b) below the holes or 

wrinkles affected by a hole. 

Case Method  Scenario 

3 

Scenario 

4 

Scenario 

5 

Scenario 

6 

GCL 

kGCL = 2.3×10-11 m/s 

M1 
tp (year) 520 520 510 430 

cp/co (%) 0.43 0.45 0.72 5.0 

M2 
tp (year) 520 470 270 180 

cp/co (%) 0.43 0.49 1.3 9.5 

GCL 

kGCL = 2.0×10-10 m/s 

M1 
tp (year) 520 520 480 280 

cp/co (%) 0.43 0.53 2.0 19 

M2 
tp (year) 520 360 200 120 

cp/co (%) 0.43 0.73 4.2 27 

CCL 

kCCL = 1.0×10-9 m/s 

M1 
tp (year) 530 530 470 220 

cp/co (%) 0.59 0.74 3.3 27 

M2 
tp (year) 300 260 190 110 

cp/co (%) 0.95 1.5 7.2 35 
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Figure 1. Schematic configuration of a diffusion cell 
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Figure 2. Normalized UV-vis measurements and numerical model for MWCNTs diffusion 

through a 0.5-mm-thick HDPE GMB (“Rs” refer to the receptors and “Ss” refer to the 

sources) 
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Figure 3. Typical configurations for a hypothetical landfill barrier system (aRowe and 

Brachman 2004; bSaheli 2016), (n: porosity, De: diffusion coefficient) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Schematic of one hectare of the GMB at the bottom of the landfill (a) Scenario 3 

with 5 holes/ha and no wrinkle, (b) Scenario 4-6 with 4 holes/ha on the planar GMB and 1 

hole/ha on a interconnected wrinkle whose length was 10m, 100, and 1000m for Scenarios 4, 

5 & 6 respectively (Scenario 6 shown here),  (c) leakage through a hole on the planar GMB 

and (d) leakage through a hole on a wrinkle (hw: leachate head on geomembrane). 
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Figure 5. MWCNTs concentration in the aquifer in pure diffusion scenarios (Scenarios 1 

and 2) 
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Figure 6. MWCNT concentration in the aquifer for Scenario 4. In Method 1 (M1), both 

advective and diffusive transfer of MWCNTs were modelled together considering the 

average leakage through the entire landfill area. In Method 2 (M2), advective and diffusive 

transfer of MWCNTs were modelled separately and the results were superimposed 

considering the leakage over a very limited area associated with the wetted radius (e.g., 

Rowe 2012b) below the holes or wrinkles affected by a hole. 
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Figure 7. MWCNT concentration in the aquifer for Scenario 5 (calculated using method 

M2) 
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Figure 8. MWCNT concentration in the aquifer for Scenario 6 with 200 g/m2 initial CNT 

mass in the landfill except for the bottom case where it was assumed that the initial CNT 

mass was 12 g/m2 (all curves calculated using method M2) 

 

 


